
«FUNpLESStic»
board game

The game aims to attract attention to 
the problem of microplastic pollution of 
the environment, to create a common 
understanding of this pollution and its 

consequences, to provide the main ways 
to mitigate the problem during daily life.



During the game time, the gamers receive the grams of
microplastic which are produced for the day (one circle of
moves). During steps through the gaming board, the gamers
answer questions of plays mini-games to earn points. After
staying on the special cell gamer can spend the points for
special Action that reduce microplastic releases.

Game content:
Gaming field 
Players figures
Companion chips for figures (for the points field) 
Dice 
Questions cards: «YES/NO», «Variants»
Microplastic cards - «200»; «100»; «50»; «10»
Cards “Actions” 
Mini-games sets: «Plastic type», «Sorter», «Alternative», 
«Microplastic», «Cosmetics».



«Microplastic»
For one minute player should sort the cards with the products according to
the type of microplastic they produce: primary or secondary microplastic
source.

«Cosmetics»
After reviewing informational card, the player should sort the cosmetics by 
content of microplastic in them. The product and ingredients are indicated 
in the cards.

«Plastic type»
The player receives cards with codes of recycling and descriptions of the material,
further he should match code with the description.

«Sorter»
For one minute, the player should sort the goods on the card, depending on the
opportunity to recycle: yes or no.

«Alternative»
For one minute, the player should say as much as possible sustainable alternatives
to the products from the cards.



Questions/Actions

Two types of questions: 

YES/NO – 2 variants for answer/ 2 points
Variants – more variants for answer/ 5 points

«Actions» – measures ranked to points 
needed to spend for implement linked 
with possibility of implementation in 
real life.
There are 26 measures to prevent 
microplastic releases from different 
sources.



! No plastic in the game
! The real map and inhabitants of the Baltic Sea 


